TE-CI 18 Li Kit
Cordless Impact Screwdriver
Item No.: 4510020
Ident No.: 11014
Bar Code: 4006825601763
The TE-CI 18 Li Kit cordless impact driver is a high-quality, powerful tool for the highest demands on power-sapping screwdriving jobs. It has a special
impact mechanism to eliminate any torsional forces on the user’s wrist. Users can therefore effortlessly tighten even large and long screws. The lithium
ion battery has a battery management system for optimum discharge control and long battery life. Its Power X-Change system battery can be used in
all products from the Power X-Change family.

Features
- Power X-Change system battery - can be used in other products
- Li-Ion battery: No self-discharging, small, light, easy to handle
- Impact driver – for easy tightening of large/long screws
- Unique Triathlon motor (powerful, fast, efficient)
- Short, lightweight design with ergonomic softgrip surfaces
- Standard allen screw mount (Recommendation: impact-resistant bit)
- 3 power LEDs included for good allround illumination
- Precision speed control for fine adjustment on delicate jobs
- Rugged alu housing and rubber supports for protecting the housing
- With practical belt clip for efficient and safe operation
- 30 min high-speed charger (Power X-Change system charger)
- Charge state can be viewed on the battery capacity indicator
- Supplied in practical case
- Robust metal gearing

Technical Data
- Charging time
- Type of bit interlock
- Max. torque hard
- Accumulator
- Mains supply of battery charger
- Idle speed

1/2h
Mechanic locking sleeve
140 Nm
18 V | 1500 mAh | Li-Ion
200-260 V | 50-60 Hz
0 - 2300 min^-1

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions single packaging
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

1.44 kg
3.4 kg
5 Pieces
16 kg
330 x 110 x 308 mm
2075 | 4160 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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